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1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Following V. N. Latylev [9] a Lie algebra ~5over a c~mrn~~at~ve 
ring k is called an SPI-algebra if there xists an associative 
over k and a k-linear embedding i:L + A such that for all x: y 
i( [x, y]) = i(x) i(y) - d(y) i(x)* 
other words, if we consider A as a Lie algebra under [x, y] = my - yx: 
en L; is isomorphic toa Lie subalgebra of A. 
1.2. n [9] it was shown that finite d~rn~nsi~~al and
algebras re SPI. LatySev also proved that every 
algebra L is SPI. He showed that if a soluble Lie alge 
~i~~oteut-by-abelian extension fa locally nilpotent 
m, ]L, L]” is locally nilpotent. He deduced from this that no free noma~eliam 
Pe Lie algebra L of solubility length ha eristic 0 
I. It was conjectured that he homom -al 8 is mot 
s SET. LatySev asked: What are the necessary an
in Lie algebra l nguage which ensure that L is 
1.3. None of these questions is completely answered in the p~~se~t 
but we answer them in the case of finitely generated vir 
algebras (4.6). We give a method of constructing a ew 
two given ones (4.2). LaQySev’s method 
slightly extended toyield information n 
teristic (2.2). e show in 1.8 that asim 
over its centroid. 
1.4. ur results depend on standard theorems from the theory of 
associative PI-algebras. Most of them can be foun in Procesi [II]. 
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arguments in Section 3 are borrowed from Razmyslov [ 121. Unexplained Lie
algebra terminology can be found in [ 1 ] or [3 1. 
1.5. The following proposition g ves new examples ofSPI-algebras. 
PROPOSITION. Let G be an arbitrary commutative ring k. Denote by 
K = qvar(G) the least quasi variety ofLie algebras containing G. If L E K, 
then L is SPI. In particular, nyfree algebra of V = var(G), the variety 
generated byG, is SPI. 
Proof One of the quivalent definitions of a quasi variety [ 10, Chap. 5] 
says that his is a nonempty class closed under taking subalgebras and 
filtered products. In our case it is sufficient to take subalgebras of filtered 
powers of G. But if G is a subalgebra of an associative PI-algebra A then a
filtered power of G is a subalgebra of a filtered power of A with respect to 
the same filter, that is, a subalgebra of an associative PI-algebra. The last 
statement of he proposition follows from Birkhoffs de cription of varieties 
(see, e.g., [3]). I
1.6. The same argument asabove and an equivalent description of quasi 
varieties as locally and multiplicatively closedclasses [ 10, Chap. 51 show 
that a“local theorem” holds for SPI-algebras: 
COROLLARY. Suppose that every finitely generated subalgebra ofa Lie 
algebra L can be embedded in an associative algebra satisfying a fixed 
identity. Then L is an SPI-algebra. 
1.7. Given aLie algebra G denote by Ad(G) the associative subalgebra 
of End,(G) generated by adx, x E G. We do not know whether G being SPI 
implies that Ad(G) is PI. But we can prove the following.’ 
PROPOSITION. Let G be a Lie algebra such that Ad(G) is PI and 
HE var(G). Then Ad(H) satisfies allthe identities of Ad(G). 
Proof. Let H = L/M, where L is a free algebra invar(G), the Lie algebra 
variety generated by G. Then L is a subalgebra of G’ for some index set I. 
Now if aE Ad(L), then 
a= 1 adxi, . adxi,, 
l1.....ir 
where X,,E L. But each xij= (a;), a E I, and 
a”= 1 adxt ..’ adxz 
il....,it 
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is an element ofAd(G). For every polynomial f(v, “e9 J+,) we see that for 
any a, ).*., ap EL 
[f (a, 3*--Y a,)(z)]” =./qay 9*--Y ag>(q 
and iff= 0holds identically in Ad(G) then the same is true for A
if a 1 ,..., cT~E Ad(H), then the computation of f(d, ..., $7 )(T) c 
performed in L and then the result “descended” i 
Since every centreless Lie algebra L is a su algebra ofAd(L) we see that 
every centreless algebra from every variety generated by afinite dimensional 
algebra isSPI. Razmyslov [13] characterized f nitely ~~rn~~ate~ lgebras in 
such varieties as algebras L with soluble ideal 
nilpotent a dLfM is a subdirect product o 
algebras of bounded dimension (when char k= 
1.8. Using the preceding remarks we can rove the following simple 
result. 
PROPOSITION. Every simple SPI-algebra of degree “n (that iss, a
s~balgeb~a ofan associative PI-algebra satisfyhg an ntity of degree P-T) 
has dimension < n2/4 over its centroid. 
oJ By Amitsur’s theorem [1 I, p. 681, L is a s~baIgebra of 
as ative PI-algebra A with anil ideal N such that A/N is an algebra fr
variety generated by identities of t 
y Levitzki’s theorem [11, p. 1281 every finitely gener 
f N is locally nilpotent. Since no nonabelian simple Li
can be locally nilpotent (see, .g., [4]) we see that Ln N = 
Thus L E var(M,). By 1.8 this implies that 
more precisely, an algebra from var(M,z). Sine 
module it must have dimension < t2 over a subfa 
commutes with Ad(L). Recalling thedefinition 
we immediately seethat L has dimension over 
as required. I 
1.9. One may ask: What Lie algebra identities F/ g~ara~tce hat if L is a 
Lie algebra s tisfying V then L is SPI? It follows from Latygev’s re ults that 
termines a variety V which is a subvariety of 
ensures that L is SPI. No other systems o 
property are known. A “standard” i entity, thatis, one of the form 
S,(adx, ,..., a&J(y) = 0, $!I 
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is not sufficient. Indeed, the algebra W, of derivations f k[x], the 
polynomial ring in one variable over afield k of characteristic 0, satisfies (1) 
with II = 5 (I. N. Sumenkov, Novosibirsk, unpublished). By 1.9 if W, is SPI 
it follows that W, is finite dimensional over its centroid, which is not so. 
(1.10) We recall, for the sequel, that, given a Lie algebra G, the 
enveloping algebra U(G) is the quotient algebra ofthe tensor algebra 
T(G)=k. l@G@...@G”S@ . . . . c:‘“=G~G, 
by the ideal generated by u @ b -b 8% a - [a, b). a, b E G. By the Poin- 
car&Birkhoff-Witt theorem (PBW-theorem) [5], G is a generating Lie 
subalgebra of U(G) and, given atotally ordered basis of G, a basis of U(G) 
is given by the images of 1 and standard monomials e, 0 ‘.. 3 e,, 
e, ,< ‘.. <e,, s > I, e, E E, which we denote by e, ... e,. 
If H is a subalgebra of G then it generates U(H) in U(G). If H is an ideal 
of G, H a G, then U(G)/K = U(H), where K is the ideal generated byH in 
u(G). 
Every linear representation of G uniquely extends to a representation of 
U(G) and vice versa. Thus the map x +-+ adx, xE G, extends to the adjoint 
representation of U(G) in U(H), H 4 G, and the left regular representation 
of U(G) in U(G) restricts to the left regular representation of G in U(G). 
2. MORE EXAMPLES OF SPI-ALGEBRAS 
2. I. The following extends anargument from Latys’ev [ 9 1. Let L be a Lie 
algebra with a nilpotent ideal N such that for some positive c N“ # 0, 
N c+ ’ = 0. Choose a basis E of N such that E = UT=” Ei is the disjoint u ion 
of bases E, of NC and E,, 0 < i < c, where Ei U Ei ~ , U U E,. is a basis of 
N’ (No = L). For x E E define w ight wt(x) by wt(x) = i if xE Ei. Let .< be 
a total ordering onE such that wt(x) < wt(v) implies x < y. 
By I.10 a basis of the enveloping algebra U= U(L) is formed by (1) in 
1.9 and all “ordered” monomials of the form 
e,ez ..’ e,,, where e, < e, < ... en, n> I. (1) 
If m is an element of the form (1) we put wt(m) = wt(e,) t 
wt(e,) + + wt(e,). If u = x:, a,m,, where 0 # a, E k and m, is of 
the form (I) we put wt(u)= min,Y(wt(m,)}. For convenience d fine 
wt(O)=+oo, wt(l)=O. 
Since in L [N’, N’J c Nib’ for all i, j= 0, l,.... c, we see that 
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wt([x, y]) > wt(x) + wt(y), ifx, y E L. Iff1 ,f2,,..., f, are lements of E, the;a 
using the defining relations of-the enveloping al ebra ofthe form xy = jjx -!- 
[x, yj, x, y E E, one easily proves that for an unordered 
cmp: has wt(j-,f2 ” ‘f,) > wt(f,) + wtff,) + ” c wt(fJ. 
that 
wt(uv) > wt(u) + wt(v) (2) 
for arbitrary u, vE U. Therefore for every s= 0, I,..., t 
elements u of U with wt(u) > s is an ideal sf U such that 
(i) Us E hi,; 
(ii) U,nE=Ofor all sac+ 1. 
t (i) is clear from (2). For (ii) it suffices to note that 0 is the only 
el nt x of I., with wt(x) > c + 1. This enables u to prove the foI~o~~~~. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let k be a field and L is a Lie algebra over 
~~~~ote~t ideal N such that the enveloping algebra of G = L/N ES a 
algebra. Then L is an SPI-algebra. 
Pr00J y 2.1, L can be embedded in e associative alg
where U/U, is the enveloping al ebra of d (u,/uc+*>,+~ = 0, 
Under the given hypotheses U/U,,, is a P 
hen the ground field has ~hara~ter~s~i~ 0, 2.2 gives theorem 4of 
. If char(k) =p > 0, the descri t on of Lie algebras G for which 
I-algebra is given in Bahturin [2j. Using it we get he fallowing. 
COROLLARY. Let char(k) =p > 0. ~~~~~~~ ~“hal L is a Lie a&bra with 
a voluble ideal M such that M2 is ~~~pote~t anddi 
natural action of L on IV/M2 is algebraic of 
~~~-~~geb~~~ In particular, if L has an ideal 
1 ~i~ote~t, then L is WI. 
2.4. The following examples illustrate T~~o~~rn 2.2. Fi.rsfly, there xist 
tent algebras which are not WT. We take kwith char(k) = 
) the free algebra ofrank s> 1 in t 
class two algebras. It isknown [3, 
sat Pn = L/L” and consider P = .&XP2X “’ >(P,x “’ 
nilpotent bu not SPI. For, otherwise, by 1-6 k is 
iradicts 3.2. 
Secondly, a locally nilpotent SPI-algebra is not nece arily nilpote~t ves 
if it is metabelian, that is, soluble oflength 2.Hyde take L= IJ,(.A2), 
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Q,=L/L”, Q=Q,x...xQ,x.... Then, by 2.2, Q is SPI. Q is locally 
nilpotent bu not nilpotent since it generates hevariety A2which is not 
nilpotent. 
3. SOME NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
3.1. LEMMA. Let L be a Lie algebra over afield k of characteristic zero 
with a faithful finite dimensional module V which is simple over some 
extension Jield K, k. Then every soluble ideal M of L is central inL. 
ProojI See Jacobson (7, Chap. 31. 1 
3.2. THEOREM. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 andM a locally 
soluble ideal of an SPI-algebra L. Then N = [L, M] is locally nilpotent. 
Proof: It is sufficient to restrict the proof to the case where L is finitely 
generated. Then L is a subalgebra of finitely generated associative PI- 
algebra A. The Jacobson radical J of A is a nil algebra [ 11, p. 1021. A/J is a 
subdirect product ofprimitive algebras A,, a E 1, finite dimensional over 
their centres K,. Each A, is generated by the image of L under a
homomorphism y,: A +A,. Therefore L, = y,(L) is a Lie algebra with a
faithful module (that of A,) over K,. By 3.1 the image M, = y,(M) is 
central in L,, that is, [L,, Zt4,] c Jfor all (x EI. Since the intersection of all
Ker y, is in J, N = [L, M] E J. Now every tinitely generated subalgebra B of
N lies in a finitely generated subalgebra of J. Since J is nil, by Levitzki’s 
theorem [ 11, p. 1281 B is nilpotent. A standard argument shows that if B is 
nilpotent of class c,then N is nilpotent of class 2c- 1 as Lie algebra. 1 
3.3. COROLLARY. (i) Let R, N be respectively the locally soluble and the 
locally nilpotent radicals ofan SPI-algebra L over afield k of characteristic 
0. Then (L, R] G N. 
(ii) Let k be afield of characteristic 0, L an SPI-algebra over k, G a 
soluble subalgebra of L, x an element of G2. Then adx is nilpotent. 1 
What we actually require in 3.2 is that all finite dimensional homomorphic 
images of M are soluble. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let k be afield of characteristic 0 and L an SPI-algebra 
over k. If L is soluble then L2 is locally nilpotent. If L is finitely generated 
(virtually) soluble, then it is (virtually) nilpotent-by-abelian. There exist 
soluble SPI-algebras L with nonnilpotent L2. 
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ProojI The first atement follows directly from 3.2, T
proved in 4.5 when we will have more technique available. 
the second we will be using the following corollary of 
Theorem [14] due to Razmyslov 112, 131. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let J be the Jacobson radical of a whitely generate 
associative PI-algebra A. If J is a finitely generated i eal of A, then it is 
nilpotent. 
3.6. e continue the proof of 3.4. So far, L is a Lie subalgebra of an 
sociative PI-algebra A. Since L is finitely generated ame is true for A, 
the hypothesis L has a soluble ideal M with dim ) < CD. The same 
argument asin 3.2 shows that N = [L, M] c J, the son radical ofA. 
k/N is an extension of M/[L, M] by L/M. Since both algebras are finite 
dimensional, L/N is finite dimensional and N is a finitely generated ide
k. Let Ibe the two-sided ideal ofA generated by N. Since A is generate 
L, I is a finitely generated wo-sided ideal of A. The ideal J/I 
the associative alg bra A/I which is a homomorphic im
algebra U of LfN. By [7, Chap. 51, U is Noetherian a 
generated as an ideal of A/I. Finally, J is a finitely generated ideal of 
Applying 3.5 we see that, as required, N= [L, is nilpotent. If L 
soluble, then ikf= L and therefore L2 is nilpotent, 
3.7. COROLLARY. A homomorphic image of a finitely ~e~e~a~~~ o~~~~e 
SPT-algebra of characteristic zero is SPI. 
3.8. The remaining part of this ection is occupied bythe following. 
THEOREM. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and L a finitely gen
Wtually soluble SPI-algebra. Then L is a split extension fa semis 
j%ite dimensional subalgebra G and a soluble idea such that every c&f 
factor of M as a natural G-module is offinite bou 
ProoJ Let M be a soluble ideal ofL such that g= 
sional semisimple. By 3.4, N = [L, M] is nilpotent a d
sional. Applying Levi-Malcev theorem 16, Chap. 1
L/N = G/N x M/NY 
where G/N = g is semisimple andM/N is central. is~at~ra~~~ represented 
by endomorphisms of the spaces N”IN”‘, t= I,..., e, where N’ f 
NC+’ = 0. To see this define a,, t= I,..., c, asfollows. Letx E 
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corresponding coset of G/N (g E G), y = n + N’- ’ an element of N’/N’ *’ 
(n E N’). Put 
14(x)1(~) = 1g, nl + N” ‘a (1) 
Since N centralizes each N//N’-’ this definition s correct. 
3.9. LEMMA. Let g be a split semisimple finite dimensional Lie algebra 
over a field k of characteristic 0. Denote by h a splitting Cartan subalgebra 
of g, R the corresponding root system: B a basis of R. Let g = n- 0 h 0 n, 
be the corresponding triangular decomposition. Then for every positive 
integer 1 there xists only finitely many nonisomorphic irreducible represen- 
tations /3of g such that for every x E n _ u n + one has p(x) 1’ = 0. 
(All the unexplained notation can be found in 16, Chap. 1 I.) 
ProoJ Let V be a module of p as above, t‘ anonzero element of V, e, an 
element of n , (a E R *). For some n < 1, eav = 0, ei-‘v # 0. Denote by V,, 
the subspace ofV generated byall the elements inV of the form 
h,,h,, “. hn,e,,, ..’e,7,eE-‘v, (2) 
where h,, E h, e,i E n ~ , aj, pi # a. V, is a nonzero g-submodule ofV. To 
verify this it suffkes to show that if w is an element of the form (2), then 
h, w E V,, .But [h,, hO] = 0 and [h,,  e,?] = y$e,, where yi( E k. To compute 
h, ei- ’ note that 
O= [ei,e-,1(v) 
UleE-’ p, (v)= [2h,ez ’ - 2n(n - I)ez-‘J(v). 
This shows that (h,el-l)(v) = (n - l)ez-‘(v) and, with the above, that 
h,wE v,. . 
Since V is simple, V= V,. We see that every element of V is a linear 
combination felements of the form (2) not involving h,. Repeating the 
same procedure for other basic roots we get rid of other elements inh and: 
finally, represent all elements ofV as linear combinations f elements ofthe 
form (2) with t = 0. By the hypothesis in this case V is finite dimensional. 
Moreover, dim(V) is bounded by 1 Card(R +). The finiteness of the number 
of irreducible representations of bounded imension isleft as an exercise [ 7, 
p. 2361. 1 
3.10. We continue the proof of 3.8, initially restricting it tothe case 
where g = L/M is split semisimple. Let B denote a finitely generated 
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subalgebra of L such that B + N/N = 
appiies. There xists a positive nteger 
at least d elements in3’ is zero. Similarly there xists pzsuch that any 
product ofat least Ielements of an associative ideal of A generated by N
is zero. Now let e, = X, + N, h, =y, + N, x,, ,I’, E Then 
x,+N=e,=2[e,,k,]=2jx,,y,]+N, 
that is, 
&et us compute ~da+~-l= (21x,, v ] +JI)~+“-‘. Therecut-band si e is a 
linear combination of the monomials ofthe for 
<s<d+n- 1 andp,,p, ,..., pd+n-l-sEC. 
desired result. Since g is finite dimensiona 
a system of elements x,, (r E R + U 
e, = X, $ N and x”,’ = 0. Recalling 
existence of 1 with [6,(x)]‘= 0 for al 
finitely many irreducible representati 
of IV’/@+ ’ is isomorphic to the mo 
finitely many ideals P,)..., P, of U(g) may be 
modules occuring in 6,, t= I,..., c, and dim( 
Now if k is such that g= L/M is not ne ily split, there exists a 
ion M of k such that gK = 
Since [X, YiK = [-/“r,, Y,]
plies to L,. Therefore, only fi 
may be annihilators of chief actors of ~~-~~d~~es 
lN’+ I),. Assume that P is an a 
in N1/N’+  m U(g). Then PK is the annihilator o 
of finitely many irreducible 
s) I. < i, )..*) i, < Y. The 
now d3viouS. 
Let g be a jhite di~e~s~Q~~1 e~~~i~p~e Lie akge 
-modzlle. Suppose that he ~n~i~ilat~r~ ojall eh s of Y belmg 
1 y..O, P, of ideals ofU( < 00. Then V 
is locally finite. 
YCOJ< It is sufficient to restrict the proof to the case where V is cyclic, 
Since U(g) is noetherian, the same is true for V. Let T be an an 
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submodule ofV such that dim(V/T) < co. Since gis semisimple V/Tis a 
direct sum of modules with annihilators in the set {P, ..., P,}. Therefore if 
I= Ann U(Ij(v), forsome integer m, dim[ U(g)/11 < m. This shows that 
dim(V/T) isbounded by m. Let T,, be such that dim(V/T,) isthe largest 
possible finite. Since V is noetherian, TO # V and TO is finitely generated. If 
T,, is not trivial, then the same argument applies to a cyclic quotient of T,, 
and gives a submodule T1of T,, with co > dim(V/T,) > dim( V/T,,). Thus TO 
is trivial andthe proof is complete. lli 
3.12. To complete he proof of 3.8 we must show that L is a split 
extension of asubalgebra G = g and M. Induction on c, the nilpotency class 
of N. (We are not using that L/N’ is SPI, but merely that N’/N’+ ’ is a 
locally finite g-module, 3.11.) Since L/N is split wehave the basis for our 
induction. 
Proceeding by induction assume that G is a subalgebra of L such that 
Gz NC and G/N’ z g. Let e i ,..., e, be a basis of G over NC. Then 
[ei, ej] = C, rfje, + uij, where yij E k and uij ENC. Let V be the submodule 
of the g-module w generated by uij, 1 < i,j < n. By 3.11, V is finite dimen- 
sional. Denote by r$ a subalgebra of L generated by e, ..., e,.Obviously 
G n NC = V and e/V = G” +NC/NC = G/NC = g. Therefore, G” isfinite dimen- 
sional. By Levi-Malcev theorem there exists a ubalgebra G ofG” isomorphic 
to g. Since G is semisimple, G n M= 0 and, consequently, L is a split 
extension of G and M. Every chief factor S of M as G-module isisomorphic 
to a chief factor fsome Nf/i?‘i orM/N as g-module. Combining of3.9 
and 3.11 gives that dim,(S) isfinite bounded. 1
4. SOME SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
4.1. The following lemma can be found in various books; e.g., see [6, 
Chap. 11. 
LEMMA. Let L be a Lie algebra ofthe form L = G @ M, where G is a 
subalgebra and M is an ideal. Let rr: M-t End, U(h4) be defined by
z, (m)u = mu, and 9: G + End, U(M) be the canonical extension of the map 
q: G + End,(M) such that q(g)m = [g, m]. Then the linear map 
w: L + End, U(M) with v( g + m) = q(g) + n(m) is a homomorphism. 
ProoJ: Let Z(x), r(x) be as in 1.2. We have to prove that 
Y4k Yl) =[v(x>, Y(Y)l. 
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are homomorphisms we may take xE G, y E 
and 
completing theproof. 1
4.2. THEOREM. Let L = G @ A4, where G is an SPI-algebra and
ideal ofL such that N = [L,M] is nilpotent. ote by V the ~~~i~i~at 
the adjoint G-module N in U(G). g U(G)/ V is ~-algebra thePz L is LEE 
algebra. 
ProoJ Since G is SPI, there exists a homomorphism a of L into a
algebra A such that Ker (r =M. Suppose we have c~~str~~ted a 
homomorphism p into another PI-algebra B with Ker ,8 17M = efine 
Y: L-+ A x ~3 by y(l) = (a(l), P(O). Yis a mo~omorpbism of6, into a PI- 
algebra, proving the result. 
To construct p wefirst proceed asin 2.1. the i~t~rsect~o~ of 
u C+l with U= .!J(ikf) (c the nilpotent class of N). Let TZ, qo, and I,U b 
4.1. Since both rr and ~1 respect W the same is true for ye, so we 
homomorphism q of L into End,(U/W). We now rove that @(U(L)) is a 
4.3. LEMMA. Let G be a Lie algebra and N a subm 
that GM c N. Let T, be the subspace oJ 
) = Of?“=, tit generated byall tensors ojthe form 
where mi E M and at least c + 1 of the rnls are in M. PU 
assume that Q/Anna(N) is a PI-algebra. Then
algebra, too. 
PF-OC$ Prom the definition [5 j the G-str~ct~rc on 
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is, in fact, a composition of the natural U(G)3’-module structure on ,V’Xz’, that
is, for 11, ).... U, E U(G) and m, ,..., m, E M 
(u; ,g ... 0 u,)(m, 0 ” 0 m,) = (u, nt ) ,8 “’ 3 (Upl,) (1) 
and the homomorphism A, :G --f U(G)‘s’ isgiven by 
A,(g)=g@ 1 +J ‘.. ,@ 1 + 1 @g@ “’ 0 1 + ‘.’ + 10 1 $) “I @g. 
Therefore, it issufficient to prove that here exists a polynomial dentity 
satisfied by the image of every U(G)“’ in the algebra End,(M”f/T, n M’*Y). 
Now since Q/Anne(N) is a PI-algebra, Q/Ann&M) is also PI. Clearly 
Q’“/Annu~+(M”“) is a homomorphic mage of [Q/Ann,#4)]]“5’. For, if
(g, )..., q,)E (Q/Ann,(M),..., Q/Ann&M)) we may define a mapping 
(4, ..., qr)I--+ q,~3 0 q1 + Ann&w3). (2) 
If q, = q{ f p, where p E Ann&V) then q1 @ .. $3 q, - q; @ .‘. 63 q, = 
p $3 ... @ qt and this element annihilates M’“‘. Bythe universality property of 
tensor p oducts, (2)extends toan epimorphism. Since Q/Ann@) is a PI- 
algebra, by Regev’s theorem the same is true for each tensor product 
[Q/Anne(M)]“” andso for each of the algebras Q~~.~‘/Anno:~~(M~~~r). Let 
fi@I ... . x,,) g 0 be a multilinear identity holding inall these algebras for 
I = l,..., c. We will prove that u(xi ,..., x,)= 0 holds in the images of all the 
Q3’ in End,(M“/T,n M’,‘). We may assume, of course, that > c $ 1. 
From (1) it is obvious that he image of Q”’ is the sum of the images of the 
subalgebras Qil,....ic spannedby the tensors u,@ ... U, in which the only 
terms distinct from 1 are in the places i,..., i,1,< i, < .‘. < i, < t. Each of 
these subalgebras is i omorphic to eXX and acts on @’ in the same way as 
Q” acts on M”‘. Now if (i, ,..., i,)# (j,) . .j,) and u E Qi, .,., 3ic - Qi ,,,.., jc, 
1’ E Qjl....,j,- Qi ,..,.ic then uuacts on M“/T, n M” trivially. Thishows 
that in computing the value of w(.Y, ,..., xn)in the image of Q” we can 
restrict to elements from some fixed Qi,.,.,. ic. Therefore w(x, ..., xn)= 0 holds 
identically in all images of Q’i7’. Finally, since the G-module T is the direct 
sum of G-modules M”7’ we see that Q/Anr@‘/T,) isa PI-algebra. m 
4.4. We continue the proof of 4.2. By definition [S ],U(M) as a G- 
module is a quotient module of T(M) and the images of the lements of T, 
have weight >c+ 1 in U(L) (we adopt he notation of 2.1 again). Therefore. 
in fact, U/W is a quotient module of TjT,, and, denoting by S the 
annihilator of U/W in Q = U(G) we see that Q/S is a PI-algebra. Let 
W(X, ,..., x,)= 0 be a multilinear identity holding inQ/S. We will show that 
w(xl )...) x” c .l = 0 (3) 
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ntically in r&V(L)). Remark first ofall that if 
by N in U(L) then I,?(P”’ “) = 0. Indeed, every elem 
weight at least c + 1 and is a linear combination of monomials 
eil e,,eii ejr, where ,, . e, C E and ej, ejr E EI U U E, e (4) 
e may write E, = Eb V EI;, where EL is a asis of G and 
U E, U .,. U E, is a basis of M so that, for so 3, ei, 9--.) eirE E’, 
eii+ls--g e,, E E','. Applying r,ii to (4) we get 
@(ei, ‘. ej,)(m) = [ei, )...? eis3 ejs+, ‘.ejr 
and the right-hand side has weight >c + 1 (not c+ 2 because, possi 
m = 1) and so belongs toIV. 
Now qqU(L)) isan extension of v/(P) by 
however, isthe image of U(L)/P= Ul<LIiV), 
[L, M]. The enveloping al ebra ‘of the 
U(G) @ U(M/[L, Ml). Since l:he im 
rn~~ti~i~ear d ntity w(xl ,..., x,)z0 and since 
4x1 ,..., x,Jh s in t,G(U(L))/@(P). Thus (3) h
is complete. 
4.5. Now we can complete he proof of ~beorem 3.4. 
field ofcharacteristic #2 andlet L be of the form L = G @ 
free associative anticommutative algebra on x, 5e0.5 X, )‘..) an 
reg G-module, that is, the same vector space as G with t
bY elements of G on the left. G is a Lie algebra with re 
xy - yx, and M is an abelian Lie algebra. A basis of G ove 
xilx;, “.’ Xi,’ i,(i,<‘..<i,, n>l, 
denote the corresponding elements sf 
elements xiiI xi, from G and yj, 
Clearly is a Lie G-module ifG is considered as a Lie 
is a Lie algebra. It is easy to see (and is well known, e.g., 
satisfies [[x,y], z] 3 0, that is, is nilpotent of class 2 as a 
satisfies 
that is, L is a soluble Lie algebra. Thederive algebra Liof E is spanned by 
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XirXi2 . . XizI and Yj,yj* . . yj,, where t, Y > 1. Therefore forevery n> 1, the 
following commutator of elements from L2 is nonzero: 
1 x1-%9 X3X4~..*~Xzn-lX2”~ Yznt1 1 =Yl “‘YZnt1. 
Therefore L is not nilpotent-by-abelian. Now G is SPI, M is nilpotent, a d 
U(G)/Ann,(,,M is aPI-algebra, since the action fthe Lie algebra G is, in 
fact, he action fthe associative PI-algebra G. Therefore, we can apply 4.2 
and thus L is an example of a soluble SPI-algebra withnonnilpotent d rived 
algebra and 3.4 is complete. 1 
4.6. In this ection we complete our description of virtually soluble SPI- 
algebras. 
THEOREM. Let k be a Jeld of characteristic zero. A finitely generated 
virtually soluble Lie algebra L is an SPI-algebra if nd only if it is a 
semidirect product of a finite dimensional semisimple algebra G with a 
soluble ideal M such that N = [L, M] is nilpotent a dall the chief factors of
M as G-module are of finite bounded dimension. M has finitely many 
generators as Lie algebra. 
Proof: The necessity of all conditions was proved in 3.8. The only thing 
remaining is to show that M is finitely generated. To prove this note that a
finite system X of generators forL can be chosen in the form X = Y U 2, 
where Y is a basis of G and 2 is a basis of M. By 3.11, M is locally finite. 
An easy exercise nvolving thePB W-theorem shows that M is generated by a
basis 2’ of the finite dimensional G-submodule of M generated by 2. 
To prove that he conditions aresufficient w  use 4.2. By the same 
argument as m 3.10, if I = Ann,(,, (N), then dim[ U(G)/11 is finite and 
U(G)/Annn,,,(N) is a PI-algebra. Now 4.2 applies and the proof is 
complete. 1 
4.7. Finally we give an example of a Lie algebra s tisfying the 
hypothesis of theorem 4.6. 
Let G=~1(2, k), N= (X;,Yi, Z (iEZ)I[xi,yj]=6ijz, [Xi,Xj]= [yi,yj]= 
[xi,z]= [yi,z]=O). PutM=kd@Nwith [d,z]=O, [d,xi],=xi+l-xi-l, 
[d, yi] =yit I-yip,. It is proved in [3, Chap. 41 that M is a centre-by- 
metabelian Liealgebra. Define L as a semidirect product ofG and M with 
respect to he following action fg on M. Gd = Gz = 0 and N is the direct 
sum of canonical 2-dimensional sl(2, k)-modules Ni = kxi @ ky!, iE Z. It is 
easy to verify that L is a Lie algebra and that it does not reduce to any 
simpler classes of Lie algebras. 
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